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QUESTION 1

During a penetration test, a tester finds that the web application being analyzed is vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting
(XSS). Which of the following conditions must be met to exploit this vulnerability? 

A. The web application does not have the secure flag set. 

B. The session cookies do not have the HttpOnly flag set. 

C. The victim user should not have an endpoint security solution. 

D. The victim\\'s browser must have ActiveX technology enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What results will the following command yielD. \\'NMAP -sS -O -p 123-153 192.168.100.3\\'? 

A. A stealth scan, opening port 123 and 153 

B. A stealth scan, checking open ports 123 to 153 

C. A stealth scan, checking all open ports excluding ports 123 to 153 

D. A stealth scan, determine operating system, and scanning ports 123 to 153 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

John is the network administrator of XSECURITY systems. His network was recently compromised. He analyzes the log
files to investigate the attack. Take a look at the following Linux log file snippet. The hacker compromised and "owned"
a 

Linux machine. 

What is the hacker trying to accomplish here? 
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A. The hacker is attempting to compromise more machines on the network 

B. The hacker is planting a rootkit 

C. The hacker is running a buffer overflow exploit to lock down the system 

D. The hacker is trying to cover his tracks 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following ensures that updates to policies, procedures, and configurations are made in a controlled and
documented fashion? 

A. Regulatory compliance 

B. Peer review 

C. Change management 

D. Penetration testing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Within the context of Computer Security, which of the following statements describes Social Engineering best? 

A. Social Engineering is the act of publicly disclosing information 

B. Social Engineering is the means put in place by human resource to perform time accounting 
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C. Social Engineering is the act of getting needed information from a person rather than breaking into a system 

D. Social Engineering is a training program within sociology studies 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A consultant is hired to do physical penetration testing at a large financial company. In the first day of his assessment,
the consultant goes to the company`s building dressed like an electrician and waits in the lobby for an employee to pass
through the main access gate, then the consultant follows the employee behind to get into the restricted area. Which
type of attack did the consultant perform? 

A. Man trap 

B. Tailgating 

C. Shoulder surfing 

D. Social engineering 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

__________ is found in all versions of NTFS and is described as the ability to fork file data into existing files without
affecting their functionality, size, or display to traditional file browsing utilities like dir or Windows Explorer 

A. Alternate Data Streams 

B. Merge Streams 

C. Steganography 

D. NetBIOS vulnerability 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

While scanning a network you observe that all of the web servers in the DMZ are responding to ACK packets on port 80.
What can you infer from this observation? 

A. They are using Windows based web servers. 

B. They are using UNIX based web servers. 

C. They are not using an intrusion detection system. 

D. They are not using a stateful inspection firewall. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following can the administrator do to verify that a tape backup can be recovered in its entirety? 

A. Restore a random file. 

B. Perform a full restore. 

C. Read the first 512 bytes of the tape. 

D. Read the last 512 bytes of the tape. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A simple compiler technique used by programmers is to add a terminator \\'canary word\\' containing four letters NULL
(0x00), CR (0x0d), LF (0x0a) and EOF (0xff) so that most string operations are terminated. If the canary word has been
altered when the function returns, and the program responds by emitting an intruder alert into syslog, and then halts
what does it indicate? 

A. A buffer overflow attack has been attempted 

B. A buffer overflow attack has already occurred 

C. A firewall has been breached and this is logged 

D. An intrusion detection system has been triggered 

E. The system has crashed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An ethical hacker for a large security research firm performs penetration tests, vulnerability tests, and risk assessments.
A friend recently started a company and asks the hacker to perform a penetration test and vulnerability assessment of
the new company as a favor. What should the hacker\\'s next step be before starting work on this job? 

A. Start by foot printing the network and mapping out a plan of attack. 

B. Ask the employer for authorization to perform the work outside the company. 

C. Begin the reconnaissance phase with passive information gathering and then move into active information gathering. 

D. Use social engineering techniques on the friend\\'s employees to help identify areas that may be susceptible to
attack. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

In the context of using PKI, when Sven wishes to send a secret message to Bob, he looks up Bob\\'s public key in a
directory, uses it to encrypt the message before sending it off. Bob then uses his private key to decrypt the message
and reads it. No one listening on can decrypt the message. 

Anyone can send an encrypted message to Bob but only Bob can read it. Thus, although many people may know
Bob\\'s public key and use it to verify Bob\\'s signature, they cannot discover Bob\\'s private key and use it to forge
digital signatures. 

What does this principle refer to? 

A. Irreversibility 

B. Non-repudiation 

C. Symmetry 

D. Asymmetry 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Ursula is a college student at a University in Amsterdam. Ursula originally went to college to study engineering but later
changed to marine biology after spending a month at sea with her friends. These friends frequently go out to sea to
follow and harass fishing fleets that illegally fish in foreign waters. Ursula eventually wants to put companies practicing
illegal fishing out of business. Ursula decides to hack into the parent company\\'s computers and destroy critical data
knowing fully well that, if caught, she probably would be sent to jail for a very long time. What would Ursula be
considered? 

A. Ursula would be considered a gray hat since she is performing an act against illegal activities. 

B. She would be considered a suicide hacker. 

C. She would be called a cracker. 

D. Ursula would be considered a black hat. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which DNS resource record can indicate how long any "DNS poisoning" could last? 

A. MX 

B. SOA 

C. NS 
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D. TIMEOUT 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

An attacker has been successfully modifying the purchase price of items purchased on the company\\'s web site. The
security administrators verify the web server and Oracle database have not been compromised directly. They have also
verified the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) logs and found no attacks that could have caused this. What is the mostly
likely way the attacker has been able to modify the purchase price? 

A. By using SQL injection 

B. By changing hidden form values 

C. By using cross site scripting 

D. By utilizing a buffer overflow attack 

Correct Answer: B 
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